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A golden facade with
perforated sheets from RMIG
beckons customers to store
THE FACTS BEHIND
THE GOLDEN DICE
Approximately 350 m² of perforated sheets
have been used to create an innovative and
dramatic building that attracts attention 24
hours a day:
• Raw material: TECU® Gold
• Pattern: RMIG ImagePerf
• Thickness: 1.0 mm
• Finishing operation: Bending
• Surface treatment: Bluing
• Architects: arkitec as
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A COMBINATION OF PERFORATED TECU® GOLD PANELS FROM RMIG
MOUNTED ON LED LIGHTS TOGETHER WITH LARGE GLASS AREAS, CREATE A
SENSATIONAL BUILDING FOR THE AUDIO-VISUAL GIANT BANG & OLUFSEN
This iconic building is designed by arkitec A/S. When embarking
on the project, it was important that the building’s exterior should
be just as exceptional in design and appearance as the interior.
The material selection and design of the building is based on
B&O’s new flagship store concept and product design, as well
as being inspired by the modernist style from the middle of the
last century.

the entire facade of the building, creating an unusual and fascinating
design that resembles entangled snakes. All in all, the golden panels
cover approximately 350 m2.

Charismatic yet inviting
Using RMIG ImagePerf, the individually adapted TECU® Gold panels
have their own specially designed perforation pattern running across

The programmed LED lights behind the golden perforated facade fade
in and out, creating a visual energy and a constantly changing light
both day and night in the city square where the building is situated.

The combination of these precision perforated panels and the
beautifully rounded glass corners give the building a unique charisma
with lightness and transparency.

MORE...
Scan the code with
your smartphone
for more info on the
B&O project.
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MORE THAN JUST BUILDINGS
RMIG City Emotion is for everyone who values the beautiful and
innovative qualities of our cities, because a city is not just about
buildings. A city is a place for emotion and it requires our full attention
to unleash its aesthetic appeal.
RMIG City Emotion captures the passion for creative urban design by
offering innovative technologies and materials. We can help you realise
the most ambitious architectural projects and their emotional potential.
•
•
•
•

Let
 us guide you through the benefits and practicality of your design
We can work on your drawings in CAD, 2D and 3D formats
Use perforated sheets, embossed sheets or expanded metal
Enjoy the unique finishing operations and surface treatments

RMIG is the world’s largest manufacturer and supplier of perforated metal. In addition to exterior
cladding, the company also supplies products for a large number of construction applications
such as car park and security screening, acoustic wall linings, ceilings, lighting, street furniture,
balustrades and walkways.
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Other locations
Eastern Europe: +49 34 906 50 302
Outside Europe: +45 44 20 88 00
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